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Object of Mimetic Desire

Doubling

The Mimetic 
Mechanism

(Mirror E�ect)

DesireDesire

Agent A Agent B

How do we expose interpendence when defining preferable 
futures? If synergistic responses are dependent on coordination to 
act in unison, how do we design for these interfaces between 
potentially polar preferable futures? What pragmatic moves can 
be identified to enable the incremental self-organisation of di�erent 
communities towards one another? Would this enable momentum 
and a stretching of the overton window in terms of what is 
preferable? Are there variations of common social practices that 
might be desirable to separate groups that at their core still align 
them? Eg. one person’s gardening practice is another person’s 
aquaponics practice, yet both are about caring for nature? How do 
we amplify and connect these commonalities? How do we find the 
most adaptive bridges to more regenerative practices? How do 
we make these steps mimetic so they a�ord compounding?

The pursuit of exposing adjacent interdependence Middle-out design futures

Identifying horizontal and vertical practice complexes What qualities must be present for a bioregion to self-transition?

Coupling the visible and the invisible A systems map of perceived factors a�ecting the development of transition-ability A�ording the development of regenerative design culture 
In order to ensure that design energy is spent targetting 
structural changes - in specific system dynamics -  the 
tethering of proposed futures as expressed in concrete 
experiential terms to the invisible abstract relationships being 
altered must occur. How do we a�ord engagement with this 
highly abstract task? Could pattern literacy be seen as a 
pathway to constructive adult development? By materialising 
these systems as externalised objects, we can begin to view 
them as malleable and authorable. Could this support the 
development of a self-authoring mindset and individual 
reflexive ‘awakening’? How do we enable a greater number of 
people to get beyond feeling they are subject to the dynamics 
of ‘the system’, to viewing systems as objects to be shaped? 
How might we make social systems tangible and so subject to 
the principles of usability? Can we use systems?

Towards a distributed general design culture

What is it that must exist in a given bioregion (socio-ecological system) for it to 
be able to transition? What qualities or capabilities would be evidence of a social 
systems ability to regenerate itself sustainably in context? What generating 
system could enable the development of such capabilities? Could ‘transitioning’ 
be considered a form of intentional (conscious) parallel adaptation, rather than a 
living systems evolutionary (unconscious) adaptation? Does ‘transition-ability’ 
then ultimately require coherent coordination of collective intention (synergistic 
reponses), and if so is the ultimate objective of systemic-design to continually 
translate itself into a language / pervasive literacy - to engage in the design of 
psycho-technology vs material technology?

Mimetic Everyday Futures & Pasts

a set of points from which a dynamic system 
spontaneously moves to a particular attractor

Basin of Attraction

Redirect flows of potential energy to 
adjacent preferable practices 

Practice Complex 

subset of

describes new shared practice

represented 
as dynamics

Social Practice Architecture?Transitionability Dynamics?

Dynamics of a Regenerative
Community System

The mimetic theory of desire(-ability?) is an explanation of 
human behaviour and culture that holds that people have no 
idea what they actually desire, and that all desire (mimesis) is 
based on a mimetic process by which people imitate models 
who endow objects with value.

Mimetic Theory

Design as the social practice of 
imagining social practices? 

Everyday
Future

literacy to engage in designing the invisible

Moves that don’t 
a�ect social practices

Cultural conventions,  socially 
shared symbolism, imagery.

Objects, tools, 
infrastructure

Knowledge and 
embodied skills

Plausible

Preferrable

Probable

Possible

Pragmatic?

Long term future

Present

Everyday Past? (TEK)

Meaning

MaterialCompetence

Low leverage 
social practices

High leverage social 
practices (high adjacency, 

potential to compound)
Futures as the searching for 
practice bridges to basins of 

attraction

Indigenous patterns of practice 
we forgot/ignored/destroyed?

Everyday Future
Adjacent, accessible, pragmatic 

moves that “break frame”

Attractor = mimetic  
everyday future

Hacking & 
Sensemaking

Systemic 
Inquiry

Semantic 
Inquiry

Searchable 
Repository

Orientation 
Heuristics

Mutual 
Discovery

Concrete
Visible 

Abstract
Invisible 

Developmental Pattern Literacy

The A�ordances of Patterns

Analysis-Synthesis Bridge Model 

Social Practice Theory

Emergent pattern feedback

Adjacent everyday future

01  What Is

02  Model Of What Is 03  Model Of What Could Be

04  What Could Be

PRESENT DESIRED FUTURE

Collaborative 
Learning & Design

Assessing Fitness 
to Purpose

Patterns as knowledge format that 
enables the recording and sharing of 
know-how in comprehendable and 

interoperable format

Meta patterns that connect and 
organise systemic patterns across 

domains, levels and functions

Elements combined into systemic 
patterns as building blocks to 

describe and intepret interacting 
forces and dynamics

Systemic interpretation elements as 
units of structure and behavior enable 

the recognition, sense-making of 
systemic phenomena

Coordination artefacts based on 
angles of approach, action logics, 

cognitive preferences help 
navigate adjacent possibles

Pattern as ‘object’ of collaborative 
discussion used as shared learning 
tool for deeper understanding and 

problem solving

Semantic connections enable 
collective exploration of possibilties 
across pattern languages, domains 

& levels

Pattern as tool to cast intention or 
desired e�ect, can help monitor 

course of action and readjust 
structures 

(Bottom Up) (Top Down) (Middle Out)

Forecasting
Predict most likely future Assess feasiblity of desirable future

Backcasting
Find most adaptive bridges

Outcasting

Future

Present

Outcasting

Future

Present

Future

Present

Near Term

Forecasting

Philisophical View

Perspective

Approach

Methods & Techniques

Context of justification

Causality, determinism

Dominant trends

Likely futures

Possible marginal adjustment

How to adapt to trends

Leverageable practices

Re-directing forces

Stitching systems levels

Compounding gains

Societal problem in need of solution

Context of discovery Context of tactical action

Complexity and pragmatismCausality and teleology

Desirable futures

Scope of human choice

Strategic decisions

Various econometric models

Mathematical algorithms

Social practice mapping

Attractor mapping

Basin dynamics modelling

Partial and conditional extrapolations

Normative models

System dynamics models

Delphi models (expert judgement)

Retain freedom of action

Idenitify adjacent futures

Generate many variations of these 
adjacent futures in terms of practices

Define interesting futures

Analyse consequences and conditions 
for these futures to materialise

Extrapolate trends into the future

Sensitivity analysis

Backcasting Outcasting

Home Future City FutureNeighbourhood
Future

Bioregion
Future

Without changes to practices we do not have true change. How do we 
relate social practice change across systems levels? Can Neighbouring 
be understood as an emergent property of Homing? How might we 
expose both horizontal (home to home) and vertical (home to 
neighbourhood) systems interdependencies? How might we make 
their synergy desirable and mimetic? How do we do this is a way that 
conserves diversity/plurality at each new systems level?

Nested Social Practices

Home
Homing - To Home Neighbouring - To Neighbour City-ing - To City? Regioning - To Region

Neighbourhood

New Practices?

City Bioregion

Expression of Identity

Feedback Loop

New Practices? New Practices? New Practices?

Feedback Loop Feedback Loop Feedback Loop

Expression of Community Expression of Commoning Expression of Stewardship

Node/Agent as 
Source of Potential 

Energy

Subjective Future 
to be integrated

Future Cone

“I am my relationships, I follow the rules” “I have an identity, I make choices” “I hold many identities, I embrace paradox”

Self-Transforming MindThe Self-Authoring  MindThe Socialised Mind

Stage 3:  58% population Stage 4:  35% population Stage 5: 1% population

Place-based identity

Sense of place-based responsiblity

Energy for change

Will for change

Community Transition-ability

Sense of personal agency

Local leadership

Access to design tools

Personal competence

Safe-fail experiments

Ability to prototype

Sense of security

Survival mindset

Psychological safety

Shared purpose

Shared trust

Learning mindset

Collective sense-making

Collective action

 Collective meaning-making

Confidence in self

Confidence in collective

Culture of experimentation

Employment

Income level

Community coherence

Visions for change

Access to intervention examples

Access to design learning

Lack of community

Perceived need for change

Council transparency

Lack of council vision

Council creative capabilities

Beurocratic governance

Public proposals

Rising public apathy

Citizen trust

Rising public frustration

Ability to imagine

Commons

Ability to execute

Intergenerational wealth gap

Access to land/home ownership

Propagation of digital identity

Social media use

Ecological connectedness
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Proximity to nature

Emergent Themes

Responsibility

Control

Leadership
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Coherence

Vision

Energy

Ecological awareness

Problem awareness

Digital alienation

(degree of synchronisation)

(level of acceptance)

(level of desire/determination)

(level of mimetic transfer)

(competence & knowledge)

(materials)

(futures beyond stale zoning maps)

(level of acceptance)

Exposure

(exposure to complexity)
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Citizen Participation
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The Dynamics of Community Transition-abilityGenerating Transition-abilityRegenerative 
Bioregional 
Transitions
RSD9 - Systemic Design 
for Wellbeing

Author - Diarmaid Upton (PhD Y2)
Supervisors - Dr. Adam De Eyto, Dr. Yekta Bacirlioglu, Dr. Eddie Armstrong. 
School of Design, University of Limerick, Ireland.

This gigamap is an exploratory 
attempt to describe the 
relationships between various 
perceived dimensions of 
designing for place-based, 
ecologically-driven systems 
change. The focus, if there is 
one specifically, is on 
attempting to understand a 
social systems transiton-ability 
through  the development of 
open public design culture.

Global Ecological 
Defecit/Reserve

Ecological Footprint vs Biocapacity per Person Ecological Footprint  (How Many Earths)

Ireland has been in
growing ecological debt
since 1969. 

Ireland has a biocapacity
of 3.4gha per person, 
but consumes 5.1gha -
making its deficit -1.7gha.

If the rest of the world lived
like Ireland, we would need
3.14 planets to sustain
ourselves.

Ecological Footprint vs Biocapacity

Ecological Footprint Biocapacity Ecological Deficit
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It is not yet a system story and 
therefore lacks a narrative or linear 
reading. It is also as much a 
semi-speculation as it is part visual 
literature review. Fundamentally it is 
an exposing of an evolving mental 
model synthesised from a variety of 
notebook sketches. The immediate 
research intention with this gigamap 
is to stimulate conversation and 
critique within the broader systemic 
design community (specifically 
systems-oriented design and 
transition design) around the many 
questions and assumptions present. 

Ecological Footprint
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Human Development Index & Ecological Footprint

Research Objective :
Investigate how systemic 
design practice can generate 
local transition-ability to 
catalyse this shift.

Ireland

Planetary & Human 
Health Zone

Ireland’s Human Development Index
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Bioregion

Sustainable human development will occur when all 
can thrive within the means of one planet. This is the 
ultimate goal. Sustainable development can be 
assessed with two overarching indicators: the UN 
Human Development Index (HDI) tracks a country's 
achievements in longevity, access to education, and 
income. They consider an HDI higher than 0.7 to be 
"high human development." To measure whether we 
live within the means of nature, we can use the 
Ecological Footprint. An Ecological Footprint of less 
than 1.7 global hectares per person makes the 
resource demand globally replicable.

Combining these two indicators provides clear 
minimum conditions for global sustainable human 
development and a target to navigate towards.

These two visuals (opposite and below) are the synthesised 
output of three collaborative systems mapping sessions that 
aimed to create an initial working description of community 
transition-ability and to define salutogenic dynamics as 
potential re-balancing forces in such a system. They are in no 
way comprehensive but have aided in the development and 
exploration of themes and potential leverage points.

By artifically reducing salutogenic health assets to basic 
feedback loops, we can start to assess if and where these 
dynamics could interface with a transition-ability model as 
virtuous cycle and indicators of health causing dynamics.

What is it that patterns enable us to see? What individual and 
shared behaviours and interactions are enabled and what 
utility do they a�ord? How do patterns di�er from any other 
knowledge format? Could they form a kind of design literacy?

Biocapacity DebtorsBiocapacity Creditors

>150% 100-150% 50-100% 50-0% >150% 100-150% 50-100% 50-0%

Ecological 
Deficit/reserve

- +

Social Capital
(Putnam)

Self-E�cacy
(Bandura)

Learned Resourcefulness
(Rosenbaum)

actual
resources
increases

social network
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potential 
resources
increases

reflection
on actions

sense of
personal

e�ectiveness

actions
taken

behavioural
execution
 increases

behavioural
repertoire
increased

self-
regulation
increases

Cultural Capital
(Bordieu)

Empowerment
(Freire)

opportunities
increases

education
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social-status
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autonomy
increased

self-determination
increased

risk
overcome

risk
faced

Action Competence
(Bruun Jensen)

active
learning

skills
developed

possible
actions increased

understanding
developed

Sense of Coherence
(Antonovsky)

Connectedness
(Blum)

Thriving
(Carver)

sense of
growth

stress
occurs

positive
adaptation

ability to
manage/cope

ability to 
make sense

ability to 
make 

meaning
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common
shared

experience

Locus of Control
(Rotter)

Flourishing
(Keyes)

Learned Optimism
(Sellgman)

confidence
increases
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desired
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achieved

activites
engaged

potential
actualised

meaning
generated
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encountered

optimistic belief

positive
consequence
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Global Footprint Network, 2019

Global Footprint Network, 2019

An ecological deficit occurs when the Ecological 
Footprint of a population exceeds the biocapacity 
of the area available to that population. A reserve 
exists when the biocapacity of a region exceeds 
its population’s Ecological Footprint.

Human social life is organised by patterns of practices. 
People perform these practices and are the crossing point 
of many practices. Practices are made up of three 
elements - material, meaning and competence. Practices 
die when they aren’t performed and evolve when they are. 
The unit of analysis is the practice itself, not the individual 
or the system. Changes in any element and in neighbouring 
practices can create practice change. Practice change is 
required to realise regenerative culture.

In order to counterbalance the potentially overly-utopian nature 
of backcasting and the current inevitably dystopian nature of 
forecasting, could we develop a model that attempts to 
integrate both approaches? What would protopian pragmatic 
futures look like? How can we acknowledge path dependency 
and redirect those forces without sacrificing the gravitational 
pull of long term vision? How do we intercept inevitable near 

term futures and treat them as points of departure to ‘outcast’ 
from, both forwards and backwards in time to stitch both 
together? E.g. what is now inevitable due to the pandemic that 
could be connected to a long term regenerative future vision? 
How can we anticipate these fractures and could these act as 
the concrete bridges to new practices? 

Model for Transition-ability?

If transition-ability is a measure of a systems ability to 
dynamically regenerate itself structurally - to be living - 
and so to be holistically healthy, then could models for 
human health as a complex adaptive system make 
sense if translated? (e.g. Meikirch Model) Could 
transition-ability therefore be viewed as a dynamic state 
of potential energy that emerges from synergistic 
interactions (scale-linked practices) across the levels of 
the system in question (e.g. bioregion). Transition-ability 
results when a socio-ecological system has access to 
the requisite variety of adjacent futures across scales, 
and these futures have been made coherent enough to 
be integrated. This results in potential energy for change.

Demands for Change
(stressors)

Home

Intra-level regenerative
social practices

Stress that causes imbalance 
and forces response

generate
access to futures that describe 

adjacect everyday practices
coherent synergy scale-linking 

across systems levels 

select

Inter-level (scale linking) 
regenerative practices 
complexes

Biocapacity Limit

Existing but not required
domain-specific future

Neighbourhood

City

Bioregion
Framing the 

System
Listening to the 

System
Understanding the 

System
Defining the Desired 

Future
Exploring the 

Possibility Space
Designing the 

Intervention Model
Fostering the 

Transition
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Generative Systemic Design 
Pattern Language

HEURISTIC

AFFORDANCE

Existing Pattern 
Libraries/Languages

Experts

A Pattern Language

Generative Codes

Patterns of Commoning
A Pattern Language for 

Growing Regions
A Pattern Language for 
Social Transformation

Pattern Dynamics

A Pattern Language for 
Creating Pattern Languages

Collaboration Pattern 
Library

Biophilic Cities
Pattern Library

A Pattern Language for 
Bringing Life to Gatherings

Design with Intent
Pattern Toolkit

New Metaphors

Transition as Pattern 
Language

Systemic Design as Languaging
Language used by

> 0.7 = High Human Development

Generating a vocabulary/a�ordances that generates public design culture
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“Cosmo” Team

Possible Participants

Expert Designers Di�use Designers

Local Team

Systemic Design Group

Radically increase pattern  
usability - a�ordances

Local Team Member 
Remote Participation

Remote Expert 
as Teacher

Dualistic System Today Salutogenic System Tomorrow
Socio-Ecological System (SES) Socio-Ecological System (SES)

Environmental Layer

Phase Transition

Phase Transition

Dynamics Layer
Map

Territory

Conscious Emergence
Social Layer

03 — Interdependent - Design As
The community has learned to provide for others. A 
metacommunity is now forming acting as public design 
culture. Patterns for change are produced and 
consumed in balance (prosumption) acting as the 
interdependant interfaces between coherent sub 
groups. Design leadership is local and role modelling is 
deeply mimetic. It isn’t about teaching or facilitation, it is 
about modelling the practice itself. Design has become a 
language and pervasive everyday social practice. 

Citizens deeply involved in the design of the 
systems that a�ect their everyday life

The community has learned to walk. The practice of 
design has been modelled and is now mimetic within the 
emerging self-organising design culture. Local design 
leadership is in place. The community can access, adapt, 
protoype and test new patterns autonomously. The 
community is acting as an island of coherence, still 
largely based on the consumption and adaptation of 
existing patterns. The object of design (environment) is 
acting as a continual sca�old for the design of the social 
layer and the integrity of the community.

02 — Independent - Design By

The community is in its design-related infancy. Public 
communities are reliant on expert design across all stages 
of the intentional change process. The practice of design 
is modelled and consumed through facilitation, focussed 
on the participatory synthesis of knowledge and energy. 
Patterns are ultimately tools of extraction through 
interaction. Synthesis (the pursuit of whole-ness in choice 
making) is predominantly an expert function.

01 — Dependent - Design For and With

practice being
modelled

emergent collective 
intelligence

emergent collective 
intelligence

shared mental
model

shared mental
model

new patterns
produced

new patterns
shared

new patterns
produced

new patterns
produced

adapting
practice

shared mental
models

shared
language

language
developing

language
developing

language
being used

practice being
adapted

SOCIAL

ECOLOGICAL

DYNAMICS

SOCIAL

ECOLOGICAL

DYNAMICS

SOCIAL

ECOLOGICAL

DYNAMICS

external designer
on demand

“cosmo”
participants

local designer

local designer

cross-community 
weaving

Transition Pattern

Visible
Material Experience / Concrete

Invisible
Dynamics / Abstract

Must be coupled

Intervention Portfolio (Meta Patterns)

Public Design Culture

Salutogenic (Health-Causing) Dynamics

Synergies in Leverage Points
Systemic Relationships
Parallel Experiments
Pathways and Scenarios

Produces

One of many 
required in parallel

Continuous evolution 
of the design culture

Imagines

frame-lock?

simplified model?

exploded panarchy model?

what dynamics?

Adapts

Micro

Meso

Macro

Desired Future

S.E.S.

everyday futures available for specific place

This stack shown

What is the Socio-Ecological System Stack?

Creative Cycle

Salutogenic Health Assets as Emergent Properties?

Environment as FoundationEnvironment as Layer Environment as Bridge Environment as Surface

Social

Dark Matter

Infrastructure

Cultural Layer

Institutional Layer

Environmental Layer 

Digital Layer

Governance Layer

Regulation Layer

Financial Layer

Social

Dark Matter

Infrastructure

Cultural Layer

Institutional Layer

Environmental Layer 

Digital Layer

Governance Layer

Regulation Layer

Financial Layer

Social Layer

Environmental Layer

Dynamics Layer 

Environmental Layer

Social Layer

Dynamics Layer 

“Healthy” SES interactions cause the developmental 
emergence of Salutogenic “Health Assets” 

Learned Optimism
(Sellgman)

Social Capital
(Putnam)

Cultural Capital
(Bordieu)

Hardiness
(Kobasa)

Self-E�cacy
(Bandura)

Sense of Coherence
(Antonovsky)

Thriving
(Carver)

Action Competence
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(Lindstrom)

Coping
(Lazarus)

Connectedness
(Blum)
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(Klein)

Learned Resourcefulness
(Rosenbaum)

Locus of Control
(Rotter)

Flourishing
(Keyes) (Frankl)

Will to Meaning

Wellbeing
(Becker)

Resilience
(Werner)

Learned Hopefulness
(Zimmerman)

Empowerment
(Friere)

How do we ensure requisite frame variety?

Behaviour
What is done?

Belief
What is good or best?

Values
What is true?

Worldview
What is real?

1. Perceive Whole System

2. Search Leverage Point

3. Select Pattern

4. Adapt Pattern
This is critical to prevent “universal” 
blueprints - and supports the idea 

that “everyone is a designer”

Choose stage-sensitve, 
scale-sensitive, layer-sensitive, 
stakeholder-sensitive pattern 

the transition

Results of attempted integration 
(proto-pravtices) assessed 

locally in context

Safe-fail, fit-for-purpose 
quality check as closing of 

feedback loop

Systems is fundametnally 
inter-subjective so not possible without 

participation - requisite variety of frames

Identifying dynamic to target and 
experiment with

5. Test Results

6. Accept or Undo Transformation

Generative Pattern Language 
(Toolbox of Mental Models / Visions / Change 

Sequences)

Civic AI
(Generative Design 

Tools)

Neighbourhood
Georgian Quarter

City
Limerick City

Bioregion
Shannon River Basin District

123 Green Street
Home

Adapted from H.Finidori(2016)

M.Eriksson(2012)

Adapted from FH.Dreborg(1996)

K.Raworth(2012)

Adapted from Regen Villages(2017)

Adapted from Dark Matter Labs(2018)

C.Alexander {1977)

Global Footprint Network, 2019

E.Shove et al(2008)

A.Antonovsky(1979)

R.Girard(1961)

J.Bircher, E.Hahn(1996)
Barton & Grant (2006)

Dahlgren & Whitehead (1991)

Synthesis and augmentation of:

United Nations Development Reports

Constructive DevelopmentTheory
R.Kegan(1994)

Adapted from H.Dubberly[2008]

Bioregional Design Systems 

What is the architecture of the design system that generates  
regenerative design culture, that in turn designs regenerative 
designs? (say that tens times fast). Can we develop a kit of parts 
that acts as the building blocks for a bioregional design system? 
How would this system support the development of community 
transition-ability? Could a design system support the 
development of everyday futures? How would these building 
blocks integrate and could generative design tools support 
localised adapation of patterns?

What can social and systemic design practice leverage from the 
practices of modern digital product and service design systems 
that have become so ubiquitous? (Google Material, Microsoft 
Fluent, Shopify Polaris etc.) These design systems are in constant 
evolution and act as a coherent interface with the broader 
ecosystems that interact with these organisations. Could a design 
system of similar kind be developed per bioregion? What would an 
irish bioregional design system constitute versus a Nepalese or 
Norweigan? What is to be learned across these systems?

Below is a simple depiction of an inner city neighbourhood in 
transition, where an emerging design culture is beginning to a�ect 
and shape both the environmental layers as well as the social and 
practice-based layers. The culture is adapting regenerative 
patterns and contextualising them in order to seed adjacent, 
mimetic behaviour. 

Regenerative Social Pratices?

Regenerative Infrastructure

Regenerative Economics

Home Greenhouse Aquaponics Gardens Livestock Solar Cells Water Storage Community Hub Social Spaces Infrastructure

Regenerative Patterns Design System Generative Tools
Support Identification Support Integration Support Adaptation

E-Parking

Network map of available futures at any given moment across 
contexts . Also acts as mimetic landscape and a bioregions 
futures ‘memory’.

What is the requisite variety of adjacent futures required to respond? 
Do these futures contain/describe obvious changes to practices?Are 
they scale-linked implicating multiple systems levels?

Ecology of Everyday Futures

Section of Limerick City Centre
Neighbourhood Scale Experiments

How do we develop exponentially more futures? How do we inte-
grate patterns, design systems and generative tools to radically 
accelerate the public capacity to imagine in context?

Are all behaviours social practices? Do all practices have 
regenerative forms? Can all practices be measured on a 
balance sheet? Does the material element of practices take 
precedence in terms of regenerative accounting? Could 
learning be considered a regenerative practice? What are 
“ideal” archetypal regenerative social practices?

Are there a set of regenerative practices and infrastructures that 
could be said to sit in the balanced space in the doughnut 
economics model? 

Everyday Future “Bloom” Generative Design & Civic AI

Patterns inform futures
Regenerative infrastructure and 
practices become patterns

material / infrastructure

Current available futures quotient 

support the development of
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Social
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Political
Voice

Water Food

HealthEnergy

Peace &
Justice

Social
Equity

Housing

EducationNetworks

Gender
Equality

Climate Change
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SOCIAL FOUNDATION
the safe and just space for humanity
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Regenerative & Distributive Economy

cycling

eating

bathing

exercising

e.g. swimming

hiking

travelling

showering

farming

e.g. playing

meeting

talking

dating

learning

e.g. training

reading

studying

sleeping

exploring

e.g. working

Charging Station

Water Storage

Outdoor Cinema

Solar Panels

Solar Panels

Clothes Repair

Solar Panels

Green Roof

Biophilic  Promenade

Depaving

Solar Panels

Urban Allotments

Urban Allotments

Green House

Green Bus Stop

Roof Farm

Green Laneway

Food Co-Op

Maker Space

Bike Repair Shop

Green Roof

Community Roof Street Market

Urban Forest

Market

Urban Park

Parklet

Parklet

Living Roof

Clothes Co-Op

Community House

Context-Specific Transition Sequence

Emerging Developmental Design Culture

City
Centre

Context
Context

Context

Context


